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Secure.
Complexity Made Simple.

Schneider Electric's Security Expert  Web System Controller is an all-in-one, browser-based 
access control and intrusion detection system that solves the security challenges in small 
buildings.

Web-based technology eliminates the complexities of a software dependent system. Team that 
with an intuitive wizard-driven interface and the security system is deployed in no time.  

All of this functionality is easily controlled via schedules. Doors can be locked or un-locked 
based on time of day and doors with schedules arm or disarm status connected with the doors. 
Changes in occupancy can be monitored and managed with Deferred Arming.

32 doors and alarm zones

Global Agency listings and certifications

Cybersecure and NIST certified data encryption protects people, assets and property

Schneider Electric's Security Web Controller delivers peace of mind and lowers cost of ownership 

throughout the product life cycle. No IT overhead. No software to manage - and Yes all in a small 

elegantly designed product.
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Smart.
Unlocking the Power of Data

A security system holds a wealth of data about a building, its occupants - who is on site, where they 
are and even where they are likely to be going. Oftentimes security solutions need to cover multiple 
buildings in an environment where events happen quickly. An SP-C-WEB controller's mobile app allows 
system  monitoring at a glance and fast accurate control at a users fingertips.

Saving energy is smart. So is saving money. Smart Schedules automatically adjust for daylight savings 
and holidays. allowing users to eliminate biannual maintenance costs.
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Agile.
Offsite monitoring. That's always online.

The web based interface gives you the flexibility to work from anywhere - the office, home or 
on the road. All you need is an internet connection and you have anywhere, anytime ability to 
connect to your security system to connect to and monitor, manage and control your  
security system.

That means your whole security system. The SmartX Security Web Controller also integrates with 
APERIO and SALTO wireless locks, extending building access control beyond wired doors.

SP-C-WEB provides a complete security solution for small to mid size buildings with one high-
performance controller. SP-C-WEB is small, powerful and packed with performance. No software 
to manage. No IT overhead. 
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Efficient.
Easy to install and simple to program, configure and operate.

Not only is an out-of-the-box security solution a more cost effective option than two disparate 
systems, the efficiencies it unlocks lead to better protection of people and assets. 

Most access control systems strive to do the same thing, but the devil is in the detail. Handling 
emergency situations are paramount. Security Expert Web Controller's ability to lock down a 
single door or the entire site to restrict entry, exit or all access during an emergency situation 
delivers peace of mind.

Users can take advantage of significant engineering efficiency via system smart wizards for 
alarm zones and access doors.

Security Expert Web Controller's modular hardware also allows you to scale your system 
requirements as your organization and its requirements changes. System expansion with on-
board local inputs and outputs eliminate the need and cost of extra modules.

.
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EcoStruxure™ Security Expert 
Security Expert Web Controller
 

Web Browser

Security Expert Web Controller transforms the way security is managed.  It effectively places the power to configure, control 
and manage access control and intrusion detection from anywhere with the swipe of  a finger.  It’s replaces the complications 
and constraints of  software with intuitive browser-based technology . 

• Browser-based User Interface
• Support for Time Schedules and Holiday Calendars
• Capabilities

- 32 Doors 
- 32 alarm zones 
- 10,000 users and 50,000 events memory

• Integrations: Wireless Locks
- ASSA ABLOY Aperio wireless locks
- SALLIS wireless locks
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